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Newsletter volume 24, 8th September- 8th October 2007,
The Chinese Month of Rooster 月
September 8th-October 8th

This is a month of Rooster and Flying Star 4 arrives. Star two and 4 combined will
result grievances among family members. Often, such intensity will cause
nervous breakdown, breathing difficulty as well as in worst case stroke. Calm
yourself by taking a vacation, yoga or Taichi classes. Remember, there is always
a light at the end of the tunnel!
As predicted, last month we saw a tremendous stress in the stock market,
unprecedented bridges collapsed both in China and USA, we also saw the
outbreak of foot and mouth diseases in UK!- How wonderful Chinese Metaphysic
is!!
Summary:
Kind Sectors: South/North
Unkind Sectors: Northwest/East

FENG SHUI
Zhi Mei Astrology is a virtual set of stars derived from the base of the
Heavenly stem and Earthy branches. There are essentially two set of stars
namely the Zhi Mei serial and Tin Fu serial.
The Zhi Mei serial:
Zhi Mei (紫微)-Earth element
Tin Kei (天機)-Wood element
Sun (太陽)-Fire element
Tin Tong (天同)-Water element
Lim Ching (廉貞) Wood/Fire element
The Tin Fu Serial
Tin Fu (天府)-Earth Element
Moon (太陰)-Water
Tam Long(貪狼)-Water
Kui Mun (巨門)-Water
Tin Siong (天相)-Water
Tin Liong(天梁)-Earth
Tsak Sak(七殺)-Metal
Po Kwan(破軍)Water
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Man Cheong(文昌)-Metal
Man Kuk (文曲)-Water
Fire star(火星)-Fire
Leng Star(鈴星)-Fire

The Book of Tao by Laotze-Tao The Ching
Chapter 10
Cultivation of Tao is easy or difficult
In keeping the spirit and the vital soul together,
Are you able to maintain their unity?
In controlling your vital force to achieve gentleness and harmony, can you behave like a baby?
Can you purify your mind without defect?
In loving the people and ruling the country,
Can you govern according to the “Law of Nature”?
In opening and closing the Gate of Heaven.
Are you able to understand the part of the Female?
In comprehending all knowledge,
Are you able to keep your purified mind and get rid of emotion and desire?
TO give birth and to nourish,
TO give birth and without taking possession,
To act without arrogance
To be leader among persons without controlling them,’
This is called the Mystic or best virtue.
Chapter Eleven (The Utility of not Being)
Thirty spokes make one wheel.
The space in between and the spokes are required for the functioning of a wheel.
Clay is molded to make utensils,
The substance that makes the wall and the space within is both essential for these utensils.
Making doors and windows in the house,
From their non-being (empty space),
Comes the utility of the house.
Therefore, by the existence of things we benefit.
In addition, by the non-existence of things we are served.
Chapter 12
Person seeking for external self or sensuous world
Colors can blind our eyes,
Sounds can deafens our ears,
Flavors can dull our tastes.
Racing and hunting can madden our mind,
Lust for rare valuable goods tempts persons to do wrong.
Therefore, the Sage cares for the inner true self and not for the outer look of appearances.
Chapter 13
Favor and disgrace
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Favor and disgrace make one feel dismay and surprise.
Only the sage knowing the true is free from favor and disgrace.
What does this mean?
“Favor and disgrace cause dismay and surprise’?
The people are dismayed and not at ease, whenever they posses or lose of favor.
What does this mean?
“What we vale and what we worry are within ourselves”?
We have worries because we have selfish selves or bodies.
However, when we are enlightened to know our spirit and soul as our true selves,
What else we have to worry?
Therefore, if one value the people on earth as his self, he can be trusted to manage the world.
In addition, if one loves world as his self, he can be entrusted with the world.
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As requested by many, I have come out again the following chart for your east reference.

(from 1930-2013)
Birth Year

Zodiac

Birth Year

Zodiac

(After 4th Feb)
1930
1932
1934
1936
1938
1940
1942
1944
1946
1948
1950
1952
1954
1956
1958
1960
1962
1964
1966
1968
1970
1972
1974
1976
1978
1980
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
1994
1996
1998
2000
2002
2004
2006
2008
2010
2012

Animal
Horse
Monkey
Dog
Rat
Tiger
Dragon
Horse
Monkey
Dog
Rat
Tiger
Dragon
Horse
Monkey
Dog
Rat
Tiger
Dragon
Horse
Monkey
Dog
Rat
Tiger
Dragon
Horse
Monkey
Dog
Rat
Tiger
Dragon
Horse
Monkey
Dog
Rat
Tiger
Dragon
Horse
Monkey
Dog
Rat
Tiger
Dragon

(After 4th Feb)
1931
1933
1935
1937
1939
1941
1943
1945
1947
1949
1951
1953
1955
1957
1959
1961
1963
1965
1967
1969
1971
1973
1975
1977
1979
1981
1983
1985
1987
1989
1991
1993
1995
1997
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2009
2011
2013

Animal
Goat
Rooster
Boar
Cow
Rabbit
Snake
Goat
Rooster
Boar
Cow
Rabbit
Snake
Goat
Rooster
Boar
Cow
Rabbit
Snake
Goat
Rooster
Boar
Cow
Rabbit
Snake
Goat
Rooster
Boar
Cow
Rabbit
Snake
Goat
Rooster
Boar
Cow
Rabbit
Snake
Goat
Rooster
Boar
Cow
Rabbit
Snake
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Again as requested by many of you, the following should be easy for
your reference.
Below is the summary of Romance & Relationship Stars

Year Hong Luan Tin Hei
紅鸞桃花 天喜桃花

Ham Chi
咸池桃花

Mou
Swee
霧水桃花
RABBIT
RAT
ROOSTER

2006 SNAKE
2007 DRAGON
2008 RABBIT

BOAR
DOG
ROOSTER

2009 TIGER
2010 OX
2011 RAT

MONKEY
GOAT
HORSE

2012 BOAR

SNAKE

NA
NA
BOAR/RABBIT
/GOAT
NA
NA
TIGER/HORSE/
DOG
NA

2013 DOG

DRAGON

NA

2014 ROOSTER

RABBIT

2015 MONKEY

TIGER

SNAKE/ROOST
SNAKE/ROOST RABBIT
ER/OX
RAT
NA

HORSE
RABBIT
RAT
ROOSTER
ROOSTER
HORSE

11 DO and Don’ts of Home Feng Shui
1. The front door should not face Kitchen Directly
Such setting is classified as ‘retreating’ of kind energies from home.
2. Bedrooms’ doors should not face your main door
Such setting is said to bring ‘lust’ to members
3. Living room is the middle of the house is ideal
Such setting is said to generate kind energies to family members
4. Iron bars suppressed from the ceiling
Such setting create an obstacle to your subconscious mind
5. Mirror facing your bed
You do not want to wake up and see yourself in the middle of the night or early in
the morning before you wash up do you?
6. Bedrooms should not be in dark colors
Colors such as dark blue, dark red, black is said to bring excessive Yang energies
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to your peace at night.
7. Wash rooms facing your bed
Such inauspicious energies will let to health problems
8. Plants with ideal size is recommended
Sizeable plants (not too big) are recommended, as this will bring more lively
energies to the house and in particular those who require more wood in their life.
9. Clean and not leaking toilet all the time
This is to avoid leakage or unsustainable wealth
10. Bed should not under a big window
Common sense tells us that such orientation will cause a bad headache
11. Enough sunlight or lighting at nights
Sufficient sunlight in the daytime and lightings at night is essentially the mood
setter for members.

11 DO and Don’ts of selecting a site for Home
1.

Avoid nearby flyover especially under it
Besides suffering from a noisy traffic, such setting also brings unkind energies to
the house.
2. Sharp object directly facing your window or door
When I said directly facing meaning that the object is at small eye level to your
house or window, and distant apart does not caused too much concern for us.
3. A direct road facing either your front door or rear door
Such setting is said to bring unnecessary grievances or back stabber to family
members be it at work of home.
4. Too big of tree near your door
Anything that is too big is bad to the family members. Such setting will block
away any kind energy from entering your house.
5. Nearby factory
Any factory especially chemical factory poses health problems to members.
6. All glass home
Transparent home is bad for privacy and causes constant arguments among
members.
7. Avoid a round shape home
It is a general saying is Chinese that the heaven is round and the earth is square.
We human being can only live in a square shape home and only ‘god’ can live in
a round shape home.
8. Avoid hospital, funeral home and churches nearby
Such setting is said to attract too much unknown energies to the vicinity. Such
energies might be good or bad.
9. Your front door with dying trees
Such dying trees or plants nearby might cause health problems to members. At
the same token, face retreating energies.
10. Too small unit or too high
Avoid selecting a house that is either too tall or too small in the area.
11. A cross roads that mirrored like a scissor
This is a no in Feng Shui principle; such setting might bring unkind energies to
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home that lead to mental disorder or depression

10 Easy Feng Shui in Modern World Living
1. Anything that is too big or too small is not ideal, be it bedroom, living
room or home office. Privacy is the key issue here, but too big will let to
disperse or un-concentrated kind energies, too small might let to
depression or emotional upswing.
2. For those who live in high rise apartment of condominium, either too low
or too high is not good either. Too high is deemed as lack of support while
too low might face noise, smell or even insects’ threats.
3. Enough sunlight to the living room, bedrooms as well as kitchen. Use
energy saving bulbs and replace bulbs immediately when lights were not
working.
4. Avoid sharp corners, for safety reason that you or your kids might bump
into it.
5. Avoid sofa and bed from any object from above suppressing down. This is
the natural law of wind flows direction being disrupted and causing the
wind direction to hit on you. Guess what? You might a headache from
this.
6. Use less electrical appliances and off your plugs if not in use. This might
lessen the admission of radioactive.
7. Use less water to conserve energies. Well, since water represents
wealth!!
8. Recycle whatever you can.
9. It is suggested more greenery at home, place plants or flowers at home
to ignite fresh and colorful energies to home.
10. Last but not least, ensure no leakages of pipes, a sign of wealth
leakages. True, you pay more for the water wasted!!
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Rules as student of International misterfengshui academy:
1. Upon enrollment, your role as student and you must act as student and respect your master
accordingly. You are not a customer since you are a student.
2. As student you must address your teacher as Master Kuek
3. Please be specific and as concise as possible with your question.
4. Refer your course material and quote your page number when you ask your question.
5. As this is a metaphysic course, student is required to put his or her thinking cap on.
6. You are required to read all the course material before you ask any question.
7. When student has a question, student will be challenged, as this is done none other than to force you
learn quickly.
8. As a student you are required to be patient with the teaching and learning processes.
9. Master Kuek has the right not to answer any question that beyond the scope of your course materials.
10. Master Kuek has the right not to answer your questions as he see fits.
11. Master Kuek as the right to answer your questions as and when he is ready.
12. Master Kuek has the right to expel any student from the academy without any refund if student
violate the rules of this academy.
13. Master Kuek has the right to designate other course instructor to answer student question
14. Master Kuek has the right to terminate the one month unlimited Q and A as and when he sees fit.
Let the learning process by begin to unlearn what you have learned. That is the way to have quantum leap
in learning metaphysic.
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The system of Five-Element- The movement of 5 elements in association
with 12 Earthly branches 五行體別.。
五行體別 。

火
FIRE
Fire, Suffers at Boar, Fetuses at Rat, Recuperates at Ox, Reborn at Tiger, Baths at Rabbit,
Upbringing at Dragon, Commands at Snake, Flourishes at Horse, Retreats at Goat, Sick
at Monkey, Dies at Rooster, Bury at Dog.
(火，受氣於亥，胎於子，養於丑，生於寅，沐浴於卯，冠帶於辰，臨官於巳，旺於
午，衰於未，病於申，死於酉，葬於戌。)

水
WATER
Water, Suffers at Snake, Fetuses at Horse, Recuperates at Goat, Reborn at Monkey, Baths at
Rooster, Upbringing at Dog, Commands at Boar, Flourishes at Rat, Retreats at Ox, Sick at Tiger,
Dies at Tiger, Bury at Dragon.
(水，受氣於巳，胎於午，養於未，生於申，沐浴於酉，冠帶於戌，臨官於亥，旺於
子，衰於丑，病於寅，死於卯，葬於辰。)
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土
EARTH
Earth, Suffers at Boar, Fetuses at Rat, Recuperates at Ox, Reborn at Rabbit, Baths at Dragon,
Upbringing at Snake, Commands at Horse, Flourishes at Goat, Retreats at Monkey Sick at Monkey,
Dies at Rooster, Bury at Dog.
(土，受氣於亥，胎於子，養於丑，寄行於寅，生於卯，沐浴於辰，冠帶於巳，臨官
於午，旺於未，衰病於申，死於酉，葬於戌，戌是火墓，火是其母，母子不同葬，進
行於丑，丑是金墓，金是其子，義又不合，欲還於未，未是木墓，木爲土鬼，畏不敢
入，進休就辰，辰是水墓，水爲其妻，於義爲合，遂葬於辰。)

木
WOOD
Wood, Suffers at Monkey, Fetuses at Rooster, Recuperates at Dog, Reborn at Boar, Baths at Rat,
Upbringing at Ox, Commands at Tiger, Flourishes at Rabbit, Retreats at Dragon, Sick at Snake, Dies
at Horse, Bury at Goat.

(木，受氣於申，胎於酉，養於戌，生於亥，沐浴於子，冠帶於丑，臨官於寅，
旺於卯，衰於辰，病於巳，死於午，葬於未。)
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金
METAL
Metal, Suffers at Tiger, Fetuses at Rabbit, Recuperates at Dragon, Reborn at Snake, Baths at Horse,
Upbringing at Goat, Commands at Monkey, Flourishes at Rooster, Retreats at Dog, Sick at Boar,
Dies at Rat, Bury at Ox.

(金，受氣於寅，胎於卯，養於辰，生於巳，沐浴於午，冠帶於未，臨官於申，
旺於酉，衰於戌，病於亥，死於子，葬於丑。)

I have created the following table for your easy reference

If you are a Fire person:
A Fire Person
Element
Fire

Relationship

Significance

Self

Competition, Colleagues, siblings

(Peer)

Wood

Mother (Yan)

Support, Dependable Resources

Metal

Wife, father (Choy)

Fortune, wealth

Water

Superior/Job (Koon)

Status, power

Earth

Children (Siong)

Ideas, expression

If you are an Earth person:
An Earth Person
Element
Earth

Relationship

Significance

Self

Competition, Colleagues, siblings

(Peer)

Mother (Yan)

Support, Dependable Resources

Water

Wife, father (Choy)

Fortune, wealth

Wood

Superior/Job (Koon)

Status, power

Metal

Children (Siong)

Ideas, expression

Fire
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If you are a Metal person:
A Metal Person
Relationship

Element
Metal

Self

Earth

Mother (Yan)

Support, Dependable Resources

Wood

Wife, father (Choy)

Fortune, wealth

Superior/Job (Koon)

Status, power

Children (Siong)

Ideas, expression

Fire
Water

(Peer)

Significance
Competition, Colleagues, siblings

If you are a Water person:
A Water Person
Relationship

Significance

Water

Self

Competition, Colleagues, siblings

Metal

Mother (Yan)

Support, Dependable Resources

Wife, father (Choy)

Fortune, wealth

Earth

Superior/Job (Koon)

Status, power

Wood

Children (Siong)

Ideas, expression

Element

Fire

(Peer)

If you are a Wood person:
A Wood Person
Relationship

Significance

Wood

Self

Competition, Colleagues, siblings

Water

Mother (Yan)

Support, Dependable Resources

Earth

Wife, father (Choy)

Fortune, wealth

Metal

Superior/Job(Koon)

Status, power

Children (Siong)

Ideas, expression

Element

Fire

(Peer)

Note that there are a lot of different interpretations in regards to children for male and female.
The above interpretation is based on my experiences in which I have found it to be the most
suitable for today’s society.
Please write to info@misterfengshui.com
Your letters and comments are always welcomed!

-Kerby Kuek
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